Blue Aerospace, as the Lockheed Martin Aero authorized F-16 distributor, is pleased to offer the latest generation Caution Warning Panel replacement - manufactured by Radiant Power Corp. (RPC).

Incorporating LED technology and fully solid state components, RPC offers a “drop-in” replacement option which can be customized to any display configuration and is fully interchangeable with all legacy versions, such as:

- Lockheed - PN 16VE038005
- Korry - PN 16847-001
- GE - PN 708360-12

RPC Caution Warning Panel
PN 20400-00 / NSN 6340-01-632-3531
Key Product Features:

- Reduces FOD risk by replacing unreliable “peanut” bulbs with LED
- Significantly reduced heat emission
- Capable of functioning in either Day or NVIS modes
- Available in over 15 different USG configurations with further customization available as needed (resulting in end item PN 20400-XX designation)
- Applicable to all F-16 aircraft blocks and type versions
- Provides a fully form/fit/function “drop in” replacement for all legacy panels